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Editorial Ramblings
Welcome to a bumper picture edition of our Newsletter! Everyone Matters continues to develop
the main areas of its work with most of its resources devoted to informal concerts in community
settings and to workshops for children with special needs. Our lecture-recital series Music Matters
continues to thrive and where possible we invite the Music Matters recitalists to visit day centres and
care homes in order to perform for audiences unable to get to Whitgift House Chapel.
We have devoted increasing time and energy to our intergenerational projects, our professionals
mentoring young musicians to give concerts together in community settings. The eight-month
intergenerational project supported by the London Community Foundation in 2017-18 was
particularly ambitious in its scope. Teams of professionals working in threes rehearsed and
performed alongside volunteer young musicians recruited by four of their friends acting as
designated Youth Leaders, the largest ensemble being 18 musicians in strength. After a full 20
concerts in the community we had assembled a library of exciting music, including some popular
spooky tunes requested by one care home for Hallowe’en, and had involved nearly 40 young
musicians. It seemed a shame not to extend the project and so we created a new workshop scheme
“Percussion Side-by-Side”. This involved the same young musicians supporting youngsters with
special needs to experience the excitement of playing seriously large percussion instruments
embedded in our musical ensemble, rehearsing all day for a final concert to the rest of the school.
Mounting our intergenerational projects involves extensive planning. Stage 1 is to recruit the young
performers and then to book professional musicians best suited to support the particular line-up of
instruments and voices. Stage 2 is to choose a suitable programme for the forces available, creating a
varied succession of mostly short items; we want some items scored for full ensemble and some for
smaller groupings within the full ensemble; we need to rehearse small groups in parallel so as not to
waste precious rehearsal time; we want to feature some youngsters as soloists and give the
professionals an item on their own. Stage 3 is to create a repertoire table, each item of music at the
head of a column, all the performers down the side of the table, every cell showing the part each
musician is to play, where they are to stand and which sheet from the set will be in their pad. (I want
to get all the music back at the end of the process!) It’s important at this stage to ensure a balance of
parts across the ensemble, strong enough in the bass, meaty enough in the middle and secure at the
top, and to draw a map showing where everyone will sit or stand with due consideration to the space
available; at some of the smaller homes we may be crowded in around sofas or wheelchairs. Stage 4
is to fill the pads, to note where parts need to be duplicated or transposed for a different instrument or
arranged for a player who needs a simplified part, and then to place in each pad a sheet that shows
the concert running order and a timed rehearsal order. Immaculate preparation is essential to ensure
that every moment of rehearsal time is used to full effect and that the schedule of concerts runs
smoothly as we deploy our fleet of volunteer drivers to ferry musicians from one venue to the next.
The extension project “Percussion Side-by-Side” necessitated allocating percussion parts to a further
thirty 10 year olds at Worsley Bridge Primary School and then to forty mostly autistic 11 year olds at
St Nicholas School, ensuring that every child had an important part to play on an excitingly large
instrument such as a kettle drum, and that every child had adequate support from one of our young
musicians or from a member of staff.
I hope you enjoy browsing the pictures featured here as much as I’ve enjoyed assembling them and
remembering how much fun we had!
Margaret Archibald, December 2019
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Conversation Pieces - Words and Music
Uniting the Generations

A project funded by The London Community Foundation
delivered by Everyone Matters in collaboration with Bromley’s young musicians
This happy group of girls, all
friends of sisters Niamh and
Aisling, had been rehearsing
alongside violist Geoffrey Irwin
and ’cellist Sarah Butcher with
clarinettist and project leader
Margaret Archibald at the start of
a major intergenerational project
supported by the Youth Social
Action Fund of the London
Community Foundation. In a
period of eight months from July
2017 to February 2018 some 40
young musicians working in
ensemble alongside trios of
professionals gave 20 concerts
for nearly 350 older people in nursing homes, day centres and other community venues.

Geoffrey and Sarah compare size
and shape!
Scott Bywater works in rehearsal with trainee percussionists.
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Brooke takes on a senior bass pupil…

Now!…

Bromley Reform
Synagogue hosted a
Family Concert on 5
November. Our large
wind band brought
together professional
horn
player
Christopher Newport
and bass trombonist
Ian Fasham with
young musicians
representing the
entire project and
recruited by the four
Youth Leaders Alice, Sophie, Niamh and Aisling, all clarinet players studying with Margaret
Archibald and committed to the cause of sharing music across the generations. This project, devised
to provide informal concerts for older people in care settings, then expanded to include “Percussion
Side-by-Side”, hands-on workshops for disadvantaged children and those with special needs. It was
presented at St Nicholas School as a special project for Year 6 children about to make the transition
to secondary school, enabling them to work alongside secondary age pupils. This programme was so
successful when presented in July 2018 that it was repeated in July 2019.
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Percussion Side-by-Side

A project supported by The Good Luck Charitable Trust
delivered by Everyone Matters in collaboration with Bromley’s young musicians
…at Worsley Bridge Primary School a
classroom rehearsal is led by percussionist
Sarah Hatch and her student assistant Elaine
So.

The culmination of a long day’s rehearsing takes
place in the hall to an audience of school
friends, teachers, parents and guests…
A few days later the same team of young and professional musicians visited St Nicholas School to
rehearse alongside 40 Year 6 children, all with moderate learning difficulties and many on the
autistic spectrum. The concert at the end of the afternoon saw the whole school crowded into the hall
for a show that invited everyone, teachers and guests included, to join in a final performance of
“What shall we do with the drunken sailor”
complete with actions!
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“Arts in Care Homes Day”
Words and Music Uniting the Generations
A project in memory of John Morris

supported by his friends and by The Good Luck Charitable Trust
Delivered by Everyone Matters in association with Langley Park Schools
An ensemble of strings, wind and percussion
from Langley Park School for Boys gave the
last of our three concerts in Bromley on 24
September to celebrate Arts in Care Homes
Day; two concerts earlier in the day had
featured mainly singers from Langley Park
School for Girls. The Boys’ Director of
Music David Bullen conducted, played the
clarinet and even drove the minibus that
brought the group to Orpington, repeating
their programme from our two-day
“September Music Cocktail” project earlier
in the month.
Jorge Jiménez embedded himself in the violin section…
…Sarah Butcher led the ’cellos…

…and our boy soprano charmed everyone with his
touching performance of
“Over the Rainbow”.

A wonderful afternoon x
Baycroft Care Home
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Performing for Hitchin
Everyone Matters in association with Benslow Music Trust
We pushed the boat out to celebrate the
90th anniversary in 2019 of Benslow
Music, or rather we arranged a fleet of
shared cars to take the entire
membership of the David Campbell
Clarinet Weekend to Symonds House
Leonard Cheshire Home on 8 September
for a concert given by 32 clarinet
players with John Flinders on keyboard.
We were welcomed as old friends by our
hosts, many of whom have supported
our concerts since 2013 at the start of
our relationship with Hitchin care
homes.
We returned to Benslow in October
for a three day mixed ensemble
course, violinist Martin Smith
providing the expertise for our
violin and viola players. Devising
the programme provided an
interesting challenge, incorporating
three singers two of whom were also
instrumentalists, a pianist, two flute
players one doubling on violin, a
viola player and a clarinettist who
found himself providing a muchneeded low end on his bass
clarinet. At Foxgrove Care
Home the Orangery provided
a magical setting for our
morning coffee concert on the
final day; singers Deborah and
Tom gave a witty and heartfelt
account of The Warthog Song
with Timothy at the keyboard,
mezzo Katy sang a beautiful
arrangement of Brahms’s
Cradle Song that she had
created especially for the
Benslow group, and Craig
scored a hit with his bass
clarinet solo “Singin’ in the
Rain”.
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Carnival

Workshops for children with special needs
supported by the St James’s Place Charitable Foundation
“Cherishing Children"
Martin Smith and Margaret Archibald worked with
five very different groups of children with special
needs, starting in April 2019 at The Children’s
Trust, Tadworth, visiting St Giles School, South
Croydon in June, and finishing in the autumn with
three schools in Croydon and Sutton.
…Martin is on hand to help a boy change the note
on Margaret’s clarinet, and then to demonstrate the
range of plucking and bowing available to the
violin…

…Our bullfrog guiro makes a satisfying deep
rasping noise if you get the beater to rub along
the spine just right, and turns into a sonorous
woodblock when hit on the nose.
One young fan at Bensham Manor School sent
us quite an accolade after our final visit of the
series in November, working with seventy-one
12 and 13 year olds in 5 one-hour sessions:
“Dear Margaret and Martin,
Thank you for the band. I played the frog.
I like the violin, it was good and clarinet it
good. Played the be best music in the be
best music in the world. From, layla”
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Music Matters

a series of Lecture-Recitals at
Whitgift House, 76, Brighton Road, South Croydon, CR2 6AB
in The Chapel, 7 for 7.30 - 9.30p.m.
Music Matters is nothing if not
varied. Formal recitals,
historical perspectives and
analysis of scores mixes with
dance, dressing up and
downright fun, and a chance to
ask those questions you never
could ask from your audience
seat in a major concert hall.
…Alan Shellard shows (and
shares) his busby.

…Jorge plays his own transcription for solo
violin of Bach’s Goldberg Variations;
Margaret chats during the interval…

Rap

A day of pilot workshops for children with special needs
supported by The Good Luck Charitable Trust
We were welcomed at St Nicholas School in November to give children aged 5 - 11 the chance to
create their own rap. They devised lyrics with help from MC Benny Silver, created their own beats
using body percussion and a wide selection of small percussion instruments with help from
percussionist Sarah Hatch, and performed the results to a video camera in class. All the children have
moderate learning difficulties with many on the autistic spectrum and this was a chance for the most
verbal among them to play with words while others, some with no language at all, created the beats.
The topic for the day was “Food”, universal in its appeal, and 16-bar raps were inspired by burgers,
ice cream, pizza and chocolate! Not exactly a health-food diet, but of great interest to most of our
young workshop participants who chanted with relish “Chocolate is yummy, Put it in my tummy!”
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How you can help - memorials and celebrations
If you would like to set up a fund for a dedicated project that stands as a memorial to the life of
someone you loved or that celebrates a significant anniversary please get in touch. We will aim to
collaborate with you in devising a project that reflects the life and aspirations of that special person.

Gift Aid
Everyone Matters is registered for Gift Aid. If you have kindly asked to be on our Gift Aid

register it is important that you keep us up to date with your postal address as required by HMRC.
Any gift may be eligible whether large or small, a standing order or a one-off. We should also thank
HMRC for helping us make even better use of our Friends’ generous donations!

Recycling
Everyone Matters is still eligible to recycle spent ink jet cartridges to secure donations to funds:

!
To recycle your items for free simply click on this link: Recycle 4 Everyone Matters. If more convenient please
hand your old inkjet cartridges to us and we will pop them in a recycling envelope (sorry, no mobiles).

Dates for your Diary
Music Matters Tuesdays 7.30 - 9.30p.m. Spring Season 2020 (entry by subscription or on the door)
in The Chapel at Whitgift House, 76, Brighton Road, South Croydon, CR2 6AB
Tuesday 14 January: Paul Barritt violin
More Birds in Music
Tuesday 28 January: Anna Lowenstein fidl and Susi Evans accordion
An evening of Eastern European Jewish folk music
Tuesday 11 February: Robert Archibald
Music and Consciousness - Exploring how music shapes and is shaped by human experience
Tuesday 25 February: Julia Desbruslais and Tim Posner
’Cellos Series Six
Tuesday 10 March: Imma Setiadi and Nigel Clayton piano duet
Four Hand Winners
Tuesday 31 March: Steve Bingham violin and electric violin and Brenda Stewart viola
Duos with a Difference
£12 per lecture-recital
Fantastic value season ticket: £57 for the entire spring season
Midsummer Music ~ this event is under construction, watch this space!

People

Patron: Howard Shelley, OBE; Artistic Director: Margaret Archibald
Trustees: Clare Britton, Chandrika Chande, Janet Eggleden, Joy Lawrence, May Maqsood
Music Therapy Advisor: Stephen Haylett; Gift Aid Advisor: Geoffrey Lawrence;
Technical Advisor: Rob Archibald

Contact us
21, Stone Road, Bromley, Kent, BR2 9AX; Tel: 020 8464 1645; Mob: 07970 123105
Email: margaret@everyone-matters.co.uk; Website: www.everyone-matters.co.uk
Everyone Matters: a company limited by guarantee No. 7450130; Registered Charity No. 1143445
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